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MIDDLE- EARTH COSTUMING
FOR HALLOWEEN AND BEYOND
By Jean Martin
"The Lord of the Rings" is an epic, high fantasy novel
that has been inspiring generations of readers, writers,
artists, actors, singers, musicians, moviemakers, gamers, and
yes, costumers, to this day.The book, often called a trilogy,
is composed of three volumes, "The Fellowship of the
Ring," "The Two Towers" and "The Return of the King,"
which were published successively from 1954 to 1955. The
plot, characters, and settings have a magical but historical
feel on a grand scale but with characters people can relate to
or aspire to be.
That, I believe, is the reason for its popularity and why
it's the second best-selling novel ever written (after Charles
Dickens' ''A Tale of Two Cities"). With the three hugely
successful "Lord of the Rings" movies by Peter Jackson in
the early 2000s, the book has become even more wellknown in the mainstream and worldwide.
Last December, Peter Jackson's first of three "Hobbit"
movies was released. The "Hobbit" is also a fantasy novel
but more like a children's book. It was actually published in
1937 before "The Lord of the Rings." The first "Hobbit"
movie has placed Tolkien's Middle-earth back into people's

my all-time favorite book since I read it in 1983 (and
continue to read it every 10 years) and I loved the Peter
Jackson movies as well. To find something like a costume
ball where people can also dance appropriate dances for the
theme totally changed my life and PEERS has been my
main hobby and activity ever since.
Fast forward nine years, I was ecstatic to be part of the
event, which was set during Bilbo Baggins' first visit to
Rivendell in "The Hobbit" novel. I portrayed Tauriel, the
captain of the Mirkwood Elven guard, who Peter Jackson
created for the "Hob bit" movies but did not appear in the
first one. Other official PEERS cast members were Darbus
Oldham as Bilbo Baggins, Emily Gladstone Cole as Arwen,
Charles McKeithan as Aragorn, Arthur Pruyn as Gandalf,
James Myers as Radagast, and Sheri Jurnecka as Galadriel.
Attendees came in an amazing variety of costumes not
only from "The Hobbit" but also from "Lord of the Rings."
There were lots of elegant and otherworldly elves, a handful
of hobbits, and some dwarves. There were, of course, lots of
humans in fantasy, Medieval, Renaissance, Middle Eastern
and Victorian styles. The most clever and creative costume
at the ball was a young man in a blue unitard motion-

radars. In fact, the Period Events and Entertainments Recreation Society (PEERS) held a "Rivendell Revels"
costume and dance ball last February 2 in San Mateo, CA.
The first PEERS ball I attended was in February of
2004. It was their "Return of the King Ball," which I found
out about from the "Lord of the Rings" fan club magazine. I
didn't even know PEERS existed before then even though
this organization has been holding monthly balls for more
than a decade right in my backyard. "Lord of the Rings" is

capture suit complete with little white balls. He even acted
and sounded like Gollum.
Popular Celtic Fusion and Renaissance rock band
Avalon Rising provided the live dance music. They
performed their original songs as well as tunes based on
Tolkien's words with music either by author Marion
Zimmer Bradley or two members ofBroceliande (who are
also in Avalon Rising), Kristoph Klover and Margaret
Davis. These songs included "The Hobbit Walking Song,"
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"Merry Old Inn" and "Galadriel's Lament" and can be
found in Broceliande's album entitled "The Starlit Jewel."
Dances during the evening included polkas, waltzes,
mazurkas, schottisches, a grand stroll, a spiral dance, reels,
set dances and country dances. Several of the dances were
renamed to have Tolkienesque names such as Gandalf's
Spiral Dance, the Congress of Rivendell Waltz, the
Dwarven National Polka, and the Riders of Rohan
Gallopede. It was a wonderful event of costuming, dancing,
music, and reliving the mythical world of Middle-earth.
Costuming for a themed event such as this, a movie
screening (which my friends and I did when we went to see
the "The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey"), or even
Halloween can be easy and fun. While some people sew or
commission their own screen-accurate costumes (there are
numerous tutorials and resources on the Internet), one can
buy specific characters' costumes or piece together outfits
from brick-and-mortar or online costume stores.
With the popularity of Peter Jackson's movies, there are
officially licensed costume items available for kids and
adults such as the dashing elf Legolas, the beautiful elven
lady Arwen, the scary Witch King, the schizophrenic
Gollum, the wise wizard Gandalf, the brave hobbit Frodo
and the adventurous hobbit Bilbo. You can now also buy
hob bit feet. Elf and hobbit ears are a bit harder to find but
you can also make your own through video tutorials on the
Internet.
For more do-it-yourself costumes inspired by the
movies, there is an excellent Closet Quick Ideas section at
alleycatscratch.com. One can also wear any fantasy or
historical costume bought from stores. For the ethereal
elves, Renaissance garb would work well. There are regular
wizard costumes that can pass for Gandalf and Radagast.
Hobbits can adapt Victorian attire. Medieval clothing is
appropriate for the race of men (medievalcollectibles.com
Photos (fram opposite left to right): Arwen and Eltond, photo by Jean Martin; Bilbo, photo by
Jean Martin; Costumers at Hobbit movie screening, photo by Christopher Erickson; Gandalf and
Radagast, photo by Jean Martin; Hobbit5, photo by Jean Martin; Human ranger and elf warrior,
photo by Jean Martin; Motion-capture suit Gollum, photo by Jean Martin; Taurie/ and Lego/as,
photo by Christopher Erickson.
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has a wide assortment). Ghosts and other evil creatures can
be made to look like the dark and evil Ringwraiths and the
barbaric Ores.
Dwarf costumes, are not surprisingly, the most difficult
to do. However, "The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey"
made it a little bit easier as there are 13 of them with
different styles, and even heights, that reflect their ages,
statuses, and personalities. There are even several of them
who are good looking.
That's what's great about costuming in the Middle-
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earth universe. There are so many types of characters to
Halloween and for the upcoming second movie, "The
choose from and there's so much variety in how they look.
Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug," due out in December.
You can pick a character or create your own based on your
personality or based on a look or aspect you want to portray.
About the Author
For the PEERS "Rivendell Revels," I wanted to depict a
Jean Martin is the editor-in-chief, writer and photographer
female elf but one who was more of a warrior than a lady.
for Science Fiction/San Francisco, www.ejanzines.comISFSFI.
Since Tauriel doesn't show up until the second "Hobbit"
which covers all areas offandom in the Bay Area and beyond.
movie, I only had a few photos to use as reference - which
She is also the SF Costume Design Examiner for Examiner. com
made it easier and harder at the same time because I didn't
(www.examiner.comlcostume-design-l-insun-francisco/jeanknow what she looked like exactly, but then I could pretty
martin). She is involved in costuminglcosplaying, dancing,
much create anything that could be passed off as her. I used
singing and acting, and has won awards for costumingl
parts of a child-sized Legolas costume (the male adult size
cosplaying and as part of masquerade teams. She has a collection
was too big for me) and added a brown corset, leggings, and
of more than 150 costumes spanning diJJerent genres and time
knee high boots. I also braided a long, red wig to look like
periods. She is one of the Bay Area English Regency Society and
her hair in the photos. My husband, Christopher Erickson,
Period Events and Entertainments Re-creation Society
went as a Ranger and he just wore one of his Renaissance
organizers. She is a member of the Greater Bay Area Costumers
Faire costumes and added a Jedi robe.
Guild, Rebel Legion, California Browncoats and Steam
Costuming as "Lord of the Rings" or "Hobbit"
Federation, and participates in local "Lord of the Rings, "
characters especially with other people is a wonderful
"Doctor Who," "Star Trek" and ''Battlestar Galactica" costuming
experience as you can feel a part ofTolkien's Middle-earth.
groups.
I hope to see a lot of people in these costumes this coming
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